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Rules

The Objective
This is a two to four player game where each player takes the role of either Jack Bauer from
24, Chuck Norris from Walker Texas Ranger (or another role), Lara Croft from Tomb Raider,
or G.I. Jane. You will utilize a deck of situation cards, game pieces, dice, and a game board
in the shape of a GUN. I will only respect the one to reach the end of the board first and to
fight and defeat Osama Bin Laden, destroying him and his bomb. This is the only way to
prove you are the toughest once and for all.

The Beginning
Each player rolls the dice for first turn. Highest roll wins.

The Cards
There is no time for dilly dallying. The mission must be completed in as little time as
possible. A card is pulled after every turn. There are four types of cards: Weapons, Bad
Guy/Reprimand cards. Vehicle cards, and Health cards.

Bad Guy and Reprimand Cards
If a Bad Guy or Reprimand card is pulled the you must roll the dice to match or beat the
number that is placed in the center of the card. For Reprimand cards, if you are submissive
and your roll is inadequate the player has the option to lose a turn or roll the dice for an
amount of spaces to go back. For the Bad Guy cards, if you are weak and don't roll the
required number, you lose the health as stated on the card. Situation cards are discarded to
the cemetery after they're used.

Weapon Cards
Weapon cards are used as an addition to your roll during fights with the opposing player
and Bad Guy cards. Weapon cards must be thrown before the roll and after use they are
discarded to the cemetery. There are 4 weapon cards:

Handgun - Worth 1
Assault Rifle - Worth 2
Grenade - Worth 3
Nuke - During Fights worth anything, during Bin Laden fight worth 4.

Vehicle cards
Vehicle cards have a dual purpose: 1) Before your roll, you can throw a vehicle card and the
value of the vehicle will be added to your roll. 2) During a fight you can run, however you
must match the value of the opponents weapon thrown, if no weapon is thrown any vehicle
can be used. After you throw the vehicle, move forward that amount of spaces. A nuke
cannot be ran from and no vehicles can be used while fighting Bin Laden. There are 3
vehicle cards:

Motorcycle - Worth 1



Humvee - Worth 2
Helicopter - Worth 3

Health card
This card denotes the amount of health your character has left. If health is deducted from
either a fight or a Bad Guy card it is crossed off on your health card. If at any time, you
completely deplete your health you must go back to the beginning of the board. Health is
essential to completing the game so be wary of your status!

The Fight
To win a fight you must roll a higher number than your weakling opponent. During a fight a
weapon may be used to add to the value of the roll. If a weapon is used during a fight, that
weapon must be discarded to the cemetery.

When to fight:
If at any time during the game a player passes another player, a fight may breakout (and it
should if your really tough). The player who rolled the dice is the attacker and the player
being passed is the defender. The attacker or defender has the option to instigate a fight,
however, the attacker has first choice. If the attacker chooses to fight, the defender must
fight. If the attacker chooses to keep moving, the defender can allow this or choose to fight
the attacker (YES!!). The player who accepted the fight (the non-instigator) decides on the
amount of health to fight for. For example, if you are the attacker and you wish to pass the
other player (pansy), but they want to fight you, you choose the amount of health to fight
for. Three health bars is the limit in any situation. If you lose a fight as the attacker, you
must forgo the rest of your roll and relinquish your move to the defender. If you win, you may
take the rest of your roll. For example, you (the attacker) roll a five, but you meet the
defender in two moves. If you win, you move three more spaces completing the five. If you
lose, you remain at the fight location and the defender moves three spaces forward.
The player that chooses to fight must throw down their weapon before the other player, that
player does not have the option of using a vehicle card.
-If there is a tie both players lose one health and the instigator moves forward one.
-If you land on the same space as your opponent, you must fight. Neither player can use a
vehicle card in this situation. The winner moves one space forward.
-If you have the opportunity to fight twice (or more) during one roll, you forgo any
additional fight and keep moving.
-Lastly, there is no fighting amongst players in the "Bin Laden Space".

The Board
Fight Space
If a player lands on a fight space a fight will ensue. That player decides one opponent to
fight. The players stay in their position and "fight." The player who landed on the fight space
decides the amount of health to fight for (3 bar limit).

Phillip Bauer-Norris Space
Stop at this space, a decision must be made. Either trade-in weaponry or vehicles valuing 3
or take the path of torture. If a weapon or vehicle is traded-in, that player can forgo the
path of torture and take the easy way out. On the "Lose 3 Weapons" space if you don't have
any weapons (fighting with your fist) nothing happens. If you have any weapons, you turn
them in until you get to a value of three, if your weapons don't value three...lose them all.
There is no fighting amongst players in the Phillip-Bauer Norris space.

Bin Laden



You have to fight Bin Laden. Once you reach the Bin Laden space you must choose a card.
Each card has a different mission you must complete to defeat Bin Laden and win the

game. The missions range from simple, Bin Laden committing suicide (automatic win), to
very difficult, rolling the same number twice. After you pull a Bin Laden card put it at the
bottom of the pile for re-use. If you cannot complete the mission, you must go back to the
bullet space for another run at Bin Laden.

The game ends... When you kill Bin Laden and destroy the bomb. Good Luck.
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